Riddle Me That State Answers

See if you can puzzle out which state applies to each of the clues below.

1. What state traveled by an island? **Rhode Island**
2. What is the band-aid state? **Connecticut**
3. What state has 10/10 vision? **Tennessee**
4. What state is most colorful? **Colorado**
5. What is the friendliest state? **Ohio**
6. In what state can you get a good tan? **Montana**
7. What state does the most laundry? **Washington**
8. What two states do you miss the most? **Mississippi, Missouri**
9. What state no longer contains any ore? **Oregon**
10. What state has fresh ham? **New Hampshire**
11. What state takes away our jobs? (using slang) **Kansas**
12. What state has only one Indian in it? **Indiana**
13. What state is most important? **Maine**
14. What state has a key tucked away? **Kentucky**
15. What state is the happiest? **Maryland**
16. What are the four newest states? **NH, NJ, NM, NY**
17. What state has a pen name? **Pennsylvania**
18. What state went to see a friend? **Louisiana**
19. What state sounded sick? **Illinois**
20. What state is inside another state? **Arkansas**